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“The patented electronic technology
that explodes in just minutes, the 
glorious taste of beverages;
but especially to spirits and wines.

Improve Tasting Results on Spirits and Wine
Beväge™  brings even aging and oxygenation
without disrupting the personality of the 
spirit, wine, and beverage. All become 
incredibly more approachable and dynamic 
in just minutes using Beväge™.
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Beväge  technology delivers with its dual patents: 
Revolutionary - Aging: 
Up to 10 years of aging for spirits and wines.
Evolutionary - Decanting:
Perfectly balanced (oxygenation) via its 
S-Velocity Technology. 
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DISCOVER THE TASTE OF EXTRAORDINARY

™

Connecting with others is 
a big part of why people 
go out socially. Creating a 
repeatable, pleasurable and 
and memorable taste 
experience is what brings 
people back. On all these 
fronts, Beväge™ delivers.

up to 4.5 hours of use on a single charge

DISCOVER THE TASTE OF EXTRAORDINARY

™



Now your favorite spirit or wine can be optimized anywhere 
for up to 4.5 hours of actual use after a single full charge. The 
rechargeable base goes anywhere!

BEVÄGE™ can give that open bottle of wine a second chance 
at tasting great, instead of pouring it out. Consumers agree 
that after a few minutes of aging and decanting wine, an $8 
bottle takes on the rich flavors, aromas and palate 
experience of a bottle valued at 6X that price! BEVÄGE™   
pays for itself after just a few bottles of wine, or one bottle of 
spirits.

Softens tannins, greatly improved approachability and 
mouthfeel while leaving you with a lingering finish to ask for 
more. Once you’ve discovered that “wow” or “OMG” with 
your favorite spirits, wines or beverages—you’ll never want 
to drink without it!

DISCOVER THE TASTE OF EXTRAORDINARY

™

Savor a consistently superior tasting spirit or wine in 
minutes using our patented S-Velocity Optimal Speed 
Rotation (OCR) and Wavelength Aging Technology (WAT) 
with non-UV, cool-light exposure. This delivers a smoother, 
optimized tasting drink that brings its taste into perfect 
balance. Experts say the taste is similar to aging spirits and 
wines up to an additional 10 years.

On a single full charge, BEVÄGE™   can operate for
4.5 hours of actual use. Just charge with the included USB-C 
cable. Conveniently enjoy BEVÄGE™  anywhere (indoors or 
outdoors) without having to connect to a power source.

Experience the difference every time! In more than 40,000
global consumer, trade, winemaker and sommelier tests,
BEVÄGE™  performed at 100% in perception of both improved
aroma and palate sensory experiences. This tasting
experience validated by independent scientific laboratory
testing of dissolved oxygen measured over a five-hour period.

BEVÄGE™ technologies always bring forward the flavors
and aromas that are sealed into each bottle of spirit and wine.

Complete your perfect aging and decanting experience with 
the push of a button. By using the included aging and 
decanting guide, the time can easily be set in 5- and 1-minute 
increments.

BEVÄGE™  delivers consistent and amazing results to
both the novice and the expert, so both enjoy their best
and most memorable experience. We encourage you
and your friends to discover how BEVÄGE™  delivers at
the push of a button the technologies for every spirit,
wine and beverage taster, every single time.

BEVÄGE™   PRO

THE NEXT GENERATION OF BEVERAGE TECHNOLOGY:

REDUCE WASTE

PORTABLE

WHAT TO EXPECT

Everyone who enjoys spirit or wine wants the best possible
flavor, aroma and palate experience. Wine lovers, particularly
know there are plenty of devices and claims on the market to
decant, but virtually none of them deliver more than a
momentary exposure of oxygen—and none of them do any form
of aging. Beväge™, is the only product on the market that
can perfectly enhance spirits, wines, and/or other beverages.

750ML Glass Decanter (includes one - additional optional)

Super-Fine Sediment Strainer/Cork Catcher™

User-Friendly Touch Control Panel

Built-in Rechargeable Battery

375ML Glass Decanter (optional)

Beväge Pro™ Carrying Case (optional)

Premium Lead-free, Dishwasher-safe Glass Decanter 
with 4oz, 6oz, 8oz, 12oz & 750ml Measurement Marks

Airtight Glass Stopper

Patended Aging + Decanting Technologies*

Touch Control Panel

Built-in Rechargeable Battery

“We had a bottle of $8 wine that we were never going to drink. We aged and 
decanted it using Beväge and it tasted like a $50. bottle.  We couldn’t believe the 
di�erence after just a few minutes!”        Je� C. - Consumer


